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Abstract: Experts from various sectors, utilize data mining
techniques to discover most useful information from the huge
amount of data, to improve their quality of outcomes. The
Presence of irrelevant and redundant features affects the
accuracy of mining result.
Before applying any mining
technique, the data need to be preprocessed. Feature selection, a
preprocessing step in data mining provides better mining
performance. In this paper, we propose a new two step algorithm
for unsupervised feature selection. In the first step Laplacian
Score is used to select the important features. And in the second
step, Symmetric Uncertainty is used to remove redundant features.
The experimental results show that the proposed algorithm
outperforms the Laplacian Score algorithm.
Index Terms: Feature Selection, unsupervised, Clustering,
classification.

I. INTRODUCTION
In this digital world, the size of data increases drastically day
by day. Data grows in terms of both in the numbers of
instances as well as features. This increasing dimensionality
degrades the performance of algorithms in Data mining,
Machine Learning, Pattern Recognition, and Image
Processing. High Dimensional data possess noisy, irrelevant,
and redundant along with most useful information. To
overcome this “Curse of Dimensionality”, Dimensionality
Reduction (DR) technique has to be applied to the huge
amount of data, before discovering the hidden useful
information. Feature Selection and Feature Extraction are the
two DR techniques [1].
Feature Selection (FS) involves in selecting a subset of
features from the original data set. This selected optimal
feature subset provides better mining result as compared with
complete set of features. FS reduces the computational cost,
provides better model interpretability, and improves mining
performance. Feature Selection methods are broadly
classified into filter, wrapper and hybrid models [2]. Filter
model feature selection depends on the intrinsic properties of
the data during the selection process without using any mining
algorithm. Wrapper model feature selection uses a predefined
mining algorithm in the selection process and selects a feature
subset depending upon the performance of mining algorithm.
It is computationally expensive than the filter model

algorithms [3]. Combination of Filter and Wrapper model
forms the Hybrid model [4], useful for handling large data
sets. It takes the advantages of both models.
FS algorithms are categorized as supervised,
semi-supervised and unsupervised algorithms [5]. Supervised
feature selection algorithm utilizes the class information to
select the relevant features. Unsupervised feature selection
involves in finding the best feature subset for unlabeled data.
Semi-supervised feature selection handles partially labeled
dataset.
This paper deals with unsupervised feature selection
which deals with unlabeled data. Unsupervised feature
selection algorithm selects a subset of most useful features in
absence of class information. Hence it is a challenging task
when compared with supervised and semi-supervised feature
selection. Some of the popular Unsupervised feature selection
algorithms are, Unsupervised Feature Selection using Feature
Similarity measure (FSFS) [6], Laplacian Score for Feature
Selection (LSFS) [7], Spectral analysis based feature
selection [8], Multi-Cluster Feature Selection (MCFS) [9],
Variance Score [10]. FSFS [6] initially groups all the similar
features into clusters using Maximal Information
Compression Index. One representative feature from each
group is selected to form the reduced feature subset. LSFS [7]
utilizes the local characteristics of the original data to assess
the importance of features but it ignores redundancy. MCFS
[9] use spectral analysis techniques to measure the feature
correlations. It treats unsupervised feature selection as an
optimization problem which involves an iterative process that
is time consuming. Feature ranking based unsupervised
feature selection algorithms, measure feature importance
independently without considering the correlation between
those features.
II. BACKGROUND STUDY
Laplacian Score[7], an unsupervised feature ranking
algorithm ranks feature by computing its locality preserving
power[11]. A feature is considered as an important one if its
data points, xi and xj are closer to each other, having edge
between them with smaller Laplacian Score. LS algorithm is
stated as follows:
Suppose there are n features and m data points,
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1. Constructing a nearest neighbor graph G
having m nodes. An edge is placed between
two nodes i and j, if its corresponding data
points xi and xj are closer i.e. xi is among k
nearest neighbors of xj or xj is among k nearest
neighbors of xi.
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2. Assigning the weights, The edge of nodes i and
j is assigned with Wgtij =
. If there is
no edge, assign Wgtji=0, where t is a constant.
3. Computing the Laplacian Score,
Laplacian Score for rth feature is computed as ,

The proposed algorithm is presented below.
Where fr = [fr1, fr2, · · · , frm] T ,
D is the diagonal matrix Dii =

Input : DS(F1, F2, F3,………….FN) // The original set of features
λ - A Threshold value
Output: Op(F1, F2, F3,………….FM ) // Optimal Feature Subset
Procedure:
Step 1: Compute Laplacian Score all the features in DS, the
original set as follows. LS for rth feature is computed as

,

L = D – Wgt,

The more important the feature is, the feature with smaller
Laplacian Score. Laplacian Score algorithm ignores feature
redundancy [12]. Symmetry is the best property in measuring
correlation between features. Symmetric Uncertainty (Press et
al., 1988) is calculated as follows,
SU=
Where I(X|Y) is Information gain. Information Gain
[13][14] is one of the feature ranking methods, which works
by selecting the most informative features. (Quinlan, 1993),
stated that Information Gain is the amount by which the
entropy of X decreases reflects additional information about
X provided by Y. It is calculated as I(X|Y) = En(X) –
En(X|Y), E(X) is the entropy of X and En(X|Y) is the entropy
of X after observing Y. Entropy(En) measures the uncertainty
associated with a random variable X. Entropy, En(X) =
and En(X|Y) is the entropy of X
after observing values of another variable Y is given by
En(X|Y) =
,
P(x) - prior probabilities for all X values P(X|Y) - posterior
probabilities of X given the values of Y. SU of value 0, shows
that both the features X and Y are independent. SU of value 1,
shows that both the features are correlated.
III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
Laplacian Score is one of the popular feature ranking based
feature selection algorithms. Literature survey revealed that
Laplacian Score algorithm cannot handle redundancy. The
occurrence of redundant features in the feature subset affects
the mining performance. So there is a need to eliminate those
redundant features. Redundant features are those features
whose removal does not affect the mining performance.
Motivated by this negative side of Laplacian Score, we
extended the LS algorithm with redundancy removal phase.
The proposed algorithm works as depicted in Fig.1. The
important features are selected first and then the redundant
features are removed, to obtain the optimal feature subset.
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Step 2:Arrange all the features in ascending order of
Laplacian Score.
//The feature with lowest score is the important feature.
Step 3: Select top N features.
Step 4: Calculate correlation between all features pairs
using Symmetric Uncertainty,
4.1. Calculate the Entropy of feature X, En(X) =
4.2. Calculate the Entropy of entropy of X after
observing values of another variable Y,
En(X|Y) =
4.3. Compute I(X|Y) = En(X) – En(X|Y)
4.4 Calculate Symmetric Uncertainty as,
SU=
Step 5: Discard one of the features with pair-wise correlation
greater than the Threshold value λ.
Step 6: Repeat step 4 and 5 until the optimal feature subset
(Op) is obtained.
Step 7: End.

In the first step, Laplacian Score is used to measure the
importance of features. All the features are sorted in
ascending order since features with lowest Laplacian Score is
the important one. The top N features are selected as the
important features. The next task is to eliminate the redundant
features. Elimination of redundant features is done with the
help of Symmetric Uncertainty (SU). SU measures the
pair-wise correlation between all top k features obtained from
the first stage. If the correlation between the feature pairs is
greater than a predefined threshold SU value, one of strongly
correlated features is considered as a redundant one and
removed. The remaining features are selected as an optimal
feature subset.
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IV. EMPIRICAL STUDY
Experimental study is conducted on 6 UCI datasets,
listed in Table1. The effectiveness of proposed algorithm is
evaluated and compared with Laplacian Score algorithm. The
number of features selected by proposed algorithm, and its
classification accuracy is compared against Laplacian
algorithms in Table 2 and 3.
Table 1: Datasets used for experimentation.
Datasets
Features Instances
Class
One Hundred Plant
65
1600
100
Shape
Dbworld Bodies
4703
64
2
Lungcancer
56
32
3
Madelon
501
2600
2
Cardiotocography
36
2126
10
Mfeat
217
2000
10
The number of features selected by Laplacian Score and
proposed algorithms are presented in Table 2 and Fig 2. It
reveals that the proposed algorithm selects minimum no. of
features when compared with Laplacian Score (LS)
algorithm. As the LS algorithm selects only the important
features along with redundant features. A good feature
selection algorithm selects feature subset as small as possible.
The performance of mining algorithms is severely affected by
the presence of redundant features. The proposed algorithm
removes one of the strongly correlated features and selects
least number of features as an optimal feature subset. It
improves the efficiency and the effectiveness of mining
algorithm.

that the proposed algorithm gives better accuracy when
compared with Laplacian Score. The proposed algorithm
shows better performance for all the datasets, due to the
elimination of redundant features. The better performance for
each dataset is highlighted in boldface.
Fig.2. Comparison of no. of features selected by Laplacian
Score and proposed algorithms.

Fig.3. Comparison of accuracy given by the proposed
algorithm and Laplacian Score algorithm

Table 2: Comparison of No. of features selected by
Laplacian and proposed algorithm.

Datasets

One Hundred Plant
Shape
Dbworld Bodies
Lungcancer
Madelon
Cardiotocography
Mfeat

No of
features
in
original
dataset

Laplacian
Score
Algorithm

Proposed
Algorithm

65

58

48

4703
56
501
36
217

579
33
81
18
59

520
7
56
8
48

Experimental results (fig.2 and fig. 3) reveal that the
combination Laplacian Score and Symmetric Uncertainty
works well in selecting best feature subset with minimal
number of features and also removes redundant features. As
expected, it achieves better mining results.

Table 3: Comparison of Accuracy given by Laplacian and
the proposed algorithm
Laplacian
Proposed
Datasets
Score
Algorithm
One Hundred Plant
40.37
48.58
Shape
Dbworld Bodies
90.31
91.4
Lungcancer
56.71
64.53
Madelon
61.85
63.94
Cardiotocography
36.07
59.05
Mfeat
66.28
71.64

V. CONCLUSION
In Data Mining, Feature Selection selects best feature subset
without any noise, irrelevant and redundant features. We
proposed a new two step algorithm for unsupervised feature
selection. Laplacian Score ranks the important features in the
first step. And then the redundant features are eliminated,
using Symmetric Uncertainty, which measures the
feature-feature correlation. The experimental results revealed
that the proposed algorithm gives better accuracy and selects
minimum number of features when compared with Laplacian
Score algorithm.

The accuracy given by the proposed and Laplacian Score
algorithms are listed in Table 3 and Fig .3. The results reveal
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